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Comments

vaaralinen[S] • 16 points • 7 February, 2023 01:12 AM 

Btw I found this while looking for a screenshot from LOTR. Why can't one do anything on the Internet,
particularly search anything in google without stumbling upon these things? I wish they would go bankrupt soon

B1G_Fan • 14 points • 7 February, 2023 02:26 AM 

So, it's 10 mostly good guys

The irony is that if women's expectations were a bit more realistic, she's find plenty of dudes who are willing to
be tradesmen, engineers, and doctors if women were sending signals that being a law-abiding and gainfully-
employed dude was the fastest way into a woman's pants

DistrictAccurate • 0 points • 18 February, 2023 10:28 PM 

I doubt that to be a convincing answer, given that one who is looking for an intimate relationship might not
desire a partner whose primary motive is getting into one's pants. At the very least, they probably wouldn't
describe it that way.

Without going into whether and to what degree this characterization of the signals "women" are sending is
accurate or useful, I would assume that romantic success and general social approval can indeed generally,
and partially subconsciously, influence norms and behavior, though.

Celticpenguin85 • 2 points • 7 February, 2023 11:56 AM 

Imagine a similar article saying how awful women are. That would go over great.

HeatScissors003 • 1 point • 7 February, 2023 08:41 PM 

Please don't tell this is from BuzzFeed, the world's #1 worst news site of all time.

Neo-Shiki • 1 point • 8 February, 2023 07:05 AM 

Nope

I just found the source, and it's from cosmopolitan

RatDontPanic • 2 points • 10 February, 2023 06:08 AM 

I write erotica and I only write alien women. Guess why.

OneCryptographer531 • 1 point • 17 February, 2023 08:03 PM 
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